New method to characterize and correct with sub-µs precision gradient delays in bipolar multispoke RF pulses.
Small gradient delays with respect to radiofrequency (RF) events can have disastrous effects on the performance of bipolar spokes RF pulses used in parallel transmission (pTx). In this work, we propose a new method to characterize and correct this delay with sub-µs precision. By determining experimentally the phase Δφ producing a 0 ° flip angle excitation in a α0°-α180°+Δφ bipolar two-spoke pulse configuration at multiple slice locations, we demonstrate the possibility of deducing the underlying gradient delay with precision. The technique also suggests prospectively compensating for the same delay by altering the phase of the second pulse. The approach was tested with a multislice gradient echo sequence on a phantom and on one healthy volunteer at 7 Tesla. Application of the method returned an accuracy of approximately 50 ns on the gradient delay measurement, a performance shown in fact to be desirable for high-performance pTx 2D applications. Phase corrections of up to 180 ° on the second spoke RF pulse in the bipolar configuration allowed us to obtain similar performance as for unipolar designs, yet with significantly shorter excitations. A simple and accurate gradient-delay calibration method was proposed that offers the possibility of using bipolar multispoke pulses in multislice protocols. Magn Reson Med 78:2194-2202, 2017. © 2017 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.